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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Last year’s successful raid of Islamic State leader
Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi’s compound was just another
reminder of the critical importance of special
operations forces (SOF) to U.S. national security.
U.S. SOF consistently achieve strategic effects as a
relatively small segment of the Department of Defense
(DoD). They regularly operate at “the tip of the spear”
in over 100 countries—not only capturing and killing
terrorists, but also forging relationships with and
supporting partners and allies, gathering intelligence,
and leading efforts in information warfare.
These mission sets will remain critically important
despite the shift in focus to great-power competition.
In fact, our near-peer adversaries are already
operating against us via surrogates, misinformation,
artificial intelligence, and asymmetric tactics.
A successful U.S. national security strategy will require
more from SOF and their partner nation forces—not
less. With the recommended priorities and initiatives
listed in this document, the Global SOF Foundation
(GSF) aims to highlight the importance to U.S.
Congressional leadership of U.S. and partner SOF as
among the most capable and affordable instruments
in safeguarding our security.
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STRATEGIC
Previous National Defense Authorization Acts (NDAAs)
established a new administrative chain of command that
runs from USSOCOM through the Assistant Secretary of
Defense for Special Operations and Low-Intensity Conflict
(ASD SO/LIC) to the Secretary of Defense, thereby
mirroring the relationship between the Secretary of
Defense and the Service secretaries. However, to ensure
that ASD SO/LIC fully exercises authority, direction, and
control of all special operations-peculiar administrative
responsibilities, to include the organization, training, and
equipping of special operations forces, ASD SO/LIC should
be elevated from an ASD position to an Undersecretary of
Defense position to ensure SOF has the appropriate level
of influence and oversight in the Department of Defense.
The downsizing of the Services over the past several years
has shrunk the available recruiting pool for SOF. Further,
the eligible military-age population in the U.S. has shrunk
as well, with fewer young men and women physically,
emotionally, and psychologically fit for military service.
The cumulative effect is to reduce the number and quality
of potential candidates for accession into SOF. Congress
should direct USSOCOM and DoD to conduct a force
structure review and adjust force structure to correspond

with current and projected sustainable end strengths in the
critical operator occupations, while ensuring the structure
supports both ongoing operations and the requirements
detailed in theater plans.
Recent budget pressures have forced DoD to make
significant defense cuts. SOF has not been directly cut but
was held at 2014 levels with slight increases. By freezing
the force structure to 2014 levels, anticipated growth to
SOF support personnel never happened. Additionally, the
cuts to the Services also had a huge impact on all Title
X programs that support SOF. Congress needs to end
sequestration to avoid additional degradation to SOF.
USSOCOM relies on research and development funding
to develop cutting-edge capabilities to ensure U.S. SOF
maintain a competitive advantage over our enemies.
Currently USSOCOM gets less than 2% of DoD research
and development funding, and most of the capabilities
derived from this funding eventually proliferate into the
conventional forces and to our allies. Congress should
increase SOF-peculiar research and development funding
to ensure U.S. SOF maintain a competitive advantage over
adversaries.
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adversaries and develop improved systems to ensure
force structure and talent management systems
provide the right talent needed at the decision-making
tables.
Section 1202 funding and authority allows SECDEF
to “provide support” of up to $10 million annually to
“foreign forces, irregular forces, groups, or individuals”
that are acting in support of authorized U.S. special
operations activities. This authority is off to an excellent
start in Ukraine, Estonia, Lithuania and Latvia. Congress
should retain and increase funding for the Section
1202 activities, which have a significant impact on the
effectiveness of SOF Building Partner Capacity (BPC)
activities in additional non-combat theaters.

SUPPORT TO OPERATIONS,
TRAINING, AND READINESS
Inter-state strategic competition—not terrorism—is
now the primary concern in U.S. national security as
stated in the latest National Defense Strategy. The
Services are viewing this next conflict as a conventional
fight and do not see a primary role for SOF. Sufficient
attention is not paid to activities short of Phase III,
and this affects SOF participation in the planning,
training, and exercises with conventional forces in
preparation for potential conflicts. Our competitors
see the next conflict much differently and will employ
the use of indirect capabilities and SOF to the largest
extent possible. Congress should direct the Services
to include SOF more fully in the planning, preparation,
training and exercises in support of the National
Defense Strategy focused on near-peer contingencies
and competition. This includes Phase 0-II operations
in which SOF has the capacity to shape the operating
environment for subsequent major joint operations by
conventional forces.
Our conventional and asymmetric competitors are
ahead of us in harnessing diversity for tactical and
strategic effects across every domain. Our near-peer
adversaries are comfortable employing not just women,
but also diverse and unexpected segments of society
for a variety of steady state activities in permissive
and semi-permissive environments. Congress should
direct USSOCOM to execute a study on leadership
and diversity needed to compete with our near-peer
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There are numerous funding and authorization lines
associated with BPC initiatives, but they are limited
with respect to: what can be provided, which nations
may receive support, and the duration of the support.
DoD needs a dedicated, multi-year program of record
with appropriate resourcing to build and train partner
nation SOF and promote interoperability.
The tactical SOF aligned to two theaters with great
power conflicts—INDOPACOM and EUCOM—urgently
need low probability of detection/low probability of
intercept (LPD/LPI) communications to be effective in
both the competition and conflict phases. Further, the
tactical SOF aligned with INDOPACOM, CENTCOM
and EUCOM need BICES communications to connect
with their regional allies and partners. Congress
should fund and require USSOCOM to develop and
field advanced, modernized, survivable high frequency
communications systems for employment in uniquely
hostile environments of the competition and conflict
phases of the great power scenarios envisioned in the
National Security Strategy.

OUR CONVENTIONAL
AND ASYMMETRIC
COMPETITORS ARE
AHEAD OF US IN
HARNESSING DIVERSITY
FOR TACTICAL AND
STRATEGIC EFFECTS
ACROSS EVERY DOMAIN.

update agreed-upon practices for determining
SOF-unique and Service-provided equipment and
services.

Personnel Recovery and Non-Conventional
Assisted Recovery (PR/NAR) education, training
and operational capability has atrophied over the
past decade. The latest indication of this was the Air
Force’s backing away from Angel Thunder as the only
true joint exercise that provided training for PR/NAR.
Congress should direct the Services, USSOCOM
and the GCCs to conduct a wargame assessing and
testing current education, training, and operational
capability of PR/NAR.
The current inventory of Combat Service Support
(CSS) to SOF is well below that required to
provide support to operators deploying. Many of
the existing billets are vacant and commanders
are deploying units with minimal CSS personnel.
Congress should direct all CSS units assigned to
SOF manned at 100%.
Although progress has been made in decreasing the
frequency of deployments for badged operators,
there has not been as much success in decreasing
the operational tempo for SOF enablers and
support. Part of this is due to the extreme shortage
of critical enablers and support within the SOF
formations. Congress should direct the SOF
Components to provide a report on operational
tempo for their enablers that identifies areas of
concern and potential solutions.
The SOF procurement process was purposely
designed to be streamlined and responsive to
the needs of the SOF Components. As the SOF
community grew along with the USSOCOM
headquarters, the formerly agile processes slowed
down and became less responsive to the needs of the
SOF community. Congress should direct USSOCOM
to execute a study to review and implement an
improved procurement and contracting process, to
include proper training of personnel, and to clarify/

Theater SOF conduct a broad range of sensitive
activities by which the Theater Special Operations
Commands (TSOCs) achieve GCC operational
objectives. However, TSOCs must work with the
theater contracting commands and theater executive
agents to secure contracting for operational
support to sensitive activities which is well beyond
the theater’s expertise. Congress should direct
USSOCOM to develop contracting processes that
are SOF-unique and support TSOC-led sensitive
activities.
Under the current authorities, the Services have
complete control over the education of SOF, but
SOF education requirements are often overlooked
and omitted. In accordance with its Service-like
responsibilities, Congress should ensure ASD
SO/LIC provides SOF with their own professional
military education system, leveraging the existing
capabilities in Joint Special Operations University
and the Naval Postgraduate School.
Service members’ personal and government laptops
as well as personal and government smartphones
are being targeted by hackers. And phones are
being used to track and compromise identities and
locations, as well as sources for espionage for our
near-peer competitors such as China and Russia.
U.S. SOF needs the authority and funding necessary
to develop dedicated, secure communications
devices to protect personnel and operations.
The use of lasers is critical to tactical SOF formations
in order to mark targets, determine ranges, and
conduct firing at night. But lasers operate on
frequencies that are discoverable and could
compromise SOF. Congress should require and
fund variable frequency lasers.
SOF relies heavily on Intelligence Surveillance
and Reconnaissance (ISR) assets and for the
intelligence community to be able to conduct
Processing, Exploitation and Dissemination (PED)
of the intelligence to U.S. and our allied partners.
Years of near constant combat operations have
demonstrated an increased need. Congress should
fund an upgrade to USSOCOM’s organic manned
and remotely piloted ISR capabilities and PED
in order to increase operational output and help
minimize tactical risk.
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SUPPORT TO THE FORCE
The provision of Imminent Danger Pay, Hostile Fire Pay,
and income tax exemption must reflect the realities of
modern warfare and should be afforded to all Service
members deployed in harm’s way —not based solely on
geography— nor whether they are badged operators or
support personnel.
Congress should provide additional funding for military
construction and faculty in support of the SOF Human
Performance (e.g., THOR3) Programs. Additionally, the
HPP programs should be made available for use by the
critical enabler and support personnel in SOF units.
Congress should support ORIEN, a joint program of
USSOCOM and the John Murtha Cancer Center at Walter
Reed, to track cancer rates among SOF. There should be
cancer screening and treatment plans for SOF veterans
and retirees who have been exposed to a myriad of toxins.
In the 2019 budget, Congress unanimously passed H.R.
1162, the “No Hero Left Untreated Act,” which requires
the VA to carry out a pilot program to provide access
to magnetic EEG/EKG-guided resonance therapy to
veterans with certain health care diagnoses. Initial results
from this treatment have been very encouraging, and
Congress should fund its expansion quickly, provided the
results of this pilot program are similar.

MARITIME FORCES
Congress should direct a study to determine if Marine
Forces Special Operations Command (MARSOC) is
currently structured correctly, if it should grow in size, and
if so, in what areas or additions (e.g., aviation). Additionally,
the Marine Corps should designate MARSOC enablers
(i.e., Special Operations Capability Specialists or SOCS)
as a primary Military Occupational Specialty and allow
a structured vetting, assessment and selection of these
personnel.
The GCCs have operational maritime SOF capability
requirements that exceed the quantity of maritime
platforms on-hand. Congress should direct operational
maritime SOF requirements to be filled at 100%.
With the proliferation of radars, night vision devices,
thermal imaging, and long-range precision munitions,
maritime infiltration has become considerably more
difficult for surface craft.
Congress should increase the number of heavy and
medium stealth maritime combatant craft and crews
to ensure the force is capable of meeting GCC mission
requirements.
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AVIATION

LAND FORCES
Congress should fund the Combating Terrorism Technical
Support Office to rapidly deliver additional 120mm mobile
mortar systems to provide organic, highly accurate fires in
increasingly dangerous remote operations in the conflict
zones. These mobile mortar systems should be transitioned
to USSOCOM’s family of Special Operations Vehicles
as vehicle variant within platform relevant Programs of
Record.
Congress should fund military construction to complete
the Special Warfare Center construction of, and to replace
and refurbish the facilities at the multi-Service Combat
Diver School in Key West, as they near the end of their 25year life cycle.

The AC-130 is a phenomenal platform, but it only operates
in conditions of darkness. Many SOF missions – particularly
those with our partners – are conducted during daylight
hours. During these daylight hour deployments outside
of major theater operations, SOF rarely have dedicated
close air support. SOF needs a small footprint, low cost,
multi-role aircraft capable of supporting SOF partnered
operations in daylight.
Given the vast distances and austere conditions
affecting mobility on the African continent, Congress
should authorize and appropriate additional funding for
contractor-owned, contractor-operated air support and
casualty evacuation capability in AFRICOM’s area of
operations.
Congress should fund USSOCOM to provide the
Components with aviation capabilities for routine home
station training. These assets may or may not have to
be fully compatible with existing SOF-unique airframes,
which should be assessed and reported to Congress
ahead of funding.
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